**General Issue to be addressed:**

This Paper is called a Capstone Paper. It encapsulates the student's experience in the class and takes the form of an essay students write to themselves in the future, encouraging the re-reading of one of the texts assigned in the class.

### QTT (Question/Thesis Topic)

(working from the General Issue above, state here the specific QTT your Paper will address)

### Outline

**Category A:**
- Fact A1:
- Fact A2:
- Fact A3:
- [*Fact A4:]*

**Category B:**
- Fact B1:
- Fact B2:
- Fact B3:
- [*Fact B4:]*

**Category C:**
- Fact C1:
- Fact C2:
- Fact C3:

*Include four facts if you are using only two categories*